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the  
SLIDING SASH

the  
FLUSH CASEMENT

our  
TIMBER DOORS



 

sliding 
sash

Exquisite, timeless, lovingly crafted and a pleasure to use.  

the
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Our factory finished engineered timber sliding sash 
windows sympathetically replicate the finer details of  a 
period sash window, whilst benefiting from modern day 
security features, thermal and acoustic performance. 

They will add charm, character and authenticity  
to your home. Made to measure, they can replace 
original sash windows in older style properties,  
or create a traditional appearance in new builds.

ARCHITECTURE SHOULD SPEAK OF ITS TIME AND PLACE, BUT YEARN FOR TIMELESSNESS



 

flush 
casement

Typical in many late Georgian, Victorian  
and Edwardian properties, the timber flush casement  

was the design choice of  the 19th century.  
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The opening sash sits flush within the window 
frame, creating a flat surface on the outside. Due 
to the simple, clean appearance, the flush casement 
is as popular as ever today and can look stunning 
in both traditional and modern properties.

Available in double or triple glazing, Georgian 
bar, leaded or clear glass designs, colour finishes, 
opening configurations and window furniture,  
the possibilities are endless.

FASHION IS  ARCHITECTURE:  IT  IS  A  MATTER OF PROPORTION



 

timber 
doors

You can see and feel the difference with a timber door. 
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A thing of  beauty. Crafted using traditional methods, 
our bespoke factory finished engineered timber doors 
benefit from traditional aesthetics and modern-day 
technology, security and energy efficiency.

Front door, French doors or bi-folding doors, with 
timber, the possibilities are endless. The results speak 
for themselves. Reassuringly solid, beautiful doors 
that will last a lifetime. 

THE DIFFERENCE BETWEEN STYLE AND FASHION IS QUALITY



the peerless
  craftsmanship

of  our windows



Telephone: 0800 181 698
Email: info@tvwindows.com

www.tvwindows.com 

44 Longshot Lane, Bracknell, Berkshire, RG12 1RL


